
 	  

Please tick if you DO NOT wish to receive occasional information about 
special offers / events from Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea. 

Please tick here if you DO NOT wish for photography or video footage of 
yourself/your children to be used for marketing purposes. 
	  

I have read, understood and agree to all conditions on this form and agree to 
Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea’s general terms and conditions as stated on their website: 
www.clipnclimbchelsea.co.uk 
I further certify: 
(i) that I and any other climbers in my booking party are physically fit and 

able to take the strain and exertion involved in participating in activities in 
the Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea arena 

(ii) that I have informed a member of Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea staff of any past 
injuries pertaining to myself or any other climbers within my booking party 
that may affect participation in activities in the Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea arena 

(iii) that I have informed a member of Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea staff if I or any 
other climber within my booking party is pregnant and acknowledge that 
participating in activities in the Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea arena is against Clip 
‘N Climb Chelsea’s advice 

(iv) that I and any other climbers in my booking party do not have a medical 
condition that may be triggered or aggravated by participating in activities 
in the Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea arena 

(v) that all members of my booking party including myself are not under the 
influence of alcohol or any other intoxicating substance 

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY 
Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea will have no liability to you under these arrangements 
(whether through use of equipment or of the climbing arena) except (i) in respect of 
death or personal injury caused by the negligence of Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea and (ii) 
for damage to your tangible property caused by the negligence of Clip ‘N Climb 
Chelsea not exceeding £100. 

CLIP ‘N CLIMB CHELSEA DISCLAIMER FORM	  

Your signature  
(on behalf of all climbers in your 
booking party and/or on behalf of 
climbers under 16 years old)  
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OFFICE USE ONLY  
Booking ref:           ___________________________________ 

Session Date: 

Booking Party Size: 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RISKS 
The purpose of this disclaimer is to ensure that the risks inherent in the sport of climbing are acknowledged. I 
understand that: 
• this document covers every use of Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea facilities, the centre and all facilities run by Clip 

‘N Climb Chelsea including external events; 
• Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea requires a signed disclaimer before I and any other climbers in my booking party 

can enter the climbing arena; 
• I am signing this disclaimer on behalf of any other climbers in my booking party. 
ACTIVITIES 
I understand and agree that climbing is a hazardous activity that can lead to injury and any use of the Clip ‘N 
Climb Chelsea arena not in accordance with the supervisors’ / clippers’ instructions may also be hazardous 
and lead to injury.  
I acknowledge that Clip 'N Climb Chelsea has taken every possible step to ensure that I and any other 
climbers in my booking party have a completely safe and fun experience through the use of appropriate 
equipment and the employment of an experienced team.  
EQUIPMENT 
I understand that Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea uses automatic belay devices and high quality harnesses and 
provides additional equipment (helmets, extra harnesses, clothing) as required by the special attractions.  
I understand that Clip ‘N Climb Chelsea cannot accept any responsibility for injuries sustained due to 
negligence on my part or on the part of any other climbers in my booking party. 
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